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“Police and WV ABC Administration False ID Operations”

The Morgantown Police Department working in conjunction with the Alcohol Beverage Control Administration and a number of licensed ABC establishments conducted False Identification Operations this weekend resulting in a number of individuals being charged for possessing and attempting to gain entry into ABC Licensee establishments using fraudulent identification.

In addition to a $500.00 fine under Morgantown Municipal Code 351.09(a) each defendant is also, under West Virginia Code, §17B-3-12, subject to a mandatory suspension of driving privileges for:

1. Display or possession of any fictitious or altered identification.
2. Loaning or giving an identification to another person for any unlawful or fraudulent purpose.
3. Displaying or representing any identification not issued to the person in possession.

Those charged are:

ALLEN, Grace, 20 years of age, Simpsonville South Carolina
ANNICHIRICO, Joe Michael, 20 years of age, Fanwood New Jersey
BISSON, Elizabeth, 19 years of age of West Babylon New York
BUSH, David, 19 years of age, Toland Connecticut
COLLIER, Bodey, 19 years of age of Kent Ohio
CONFURELLO, Bruce, 18 years of age of Clifton Virginia
CURTIN, Shannon, 19 years of age of Morgantown West Virginia
DANGOTT, Sydney, 20 years of age of Morgantown West Virginia
FREDRICKSON, Alex, 18 years of age of Leesburg VA
HARWORTH, Dhira, 20 years of age of Mara Pennsylvania
HOOD, Aaron, 18 years of age of Cleveland Ohio
KEKNER, Brittany, 18 years of age of Stanford Connecticut
MESSING, Nicholas, 18 years of age of Clarence New York
MUSLERA, Nicholas, 18 years of age of Hyattsville Maryland
NAPOLITANO, Lawrence, 19 years of age, Madison Township Pennsylvania
PEACH, Madison, 20 years of age of Stanhope New Jersey
POWES-VELASQUEZ, 18 years of age, Broward Florida
RYAN, Samantha, 20 years of age of Moon Township Pennsylvania
SPIKER, Stephen, 18 years of age of Dayton Ohio
STAGER, Melissa, 20 years of age of Milford Pennsylvania
ST.CROIX, Brian, 19 years of age of Weymouth Massachusetts
STOVAL, Breanna, 20 years of age of Dayton Ohio
ZAPP, Alexandra, 20 years of age, Columbia South Carolina
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